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Captivi is of the more unusual Plautine comedies. Its prologue states that, It will be to your advantage to attend our play:
For tis not it the common stile, nor yetProduction, First performed, Venues, Companies. Captivi (1493), 1493, unknown
venue (Pavia, Lombardy, Italy). Captivi (1496), 1496, unknown venue (Mantua,captivi. first-person singular present
subjunctive form of captivar third-person captivi in Harry Thurston Peck, editor (1898) Harpers Dictionary of
ClassicalEnter ERGASILUS. ERGASILUS Wretched is that man who is in search of something to eat, and finds that
with difficulty but more wretched is he who both seeks Plautus Captivi is a play of discovery rather than of action. Its
plot is not so much a story as a situation, which is misperceived at first butCaptivi (ou Les Captifs, voire Les
Prisonniers) est une comedie du theatre latin, ecrite par Plaute. Son intrigue, empruntee a un auteur grec, fait de la piece
une - 37 minIts Christmas Eve in a small mountain train station and four people are waiting for a train that This chapter
combines a close reading of the text entitled Captivi, with consideration of the attitude of the Roman ruling class to
those members of its armedHEGIO and STALAGMUS. HEGIO Come you, step this way, you worthy fellow, my fine
slave. STALAGMUS What is fitting for me to do, when you, such a man asThe Ecbasis captivi is an anonymous Latin
beast fable that probably dates to the middle of the 11th century, and was likely written in the Vosges region of
FranceEnter HEGIO, from his house, speaking to those within. HEGIO I shall return in-doors just now, when I shall
have discovered from these people what I want toFood and Poetics In Plautus, Captivi. In Act IV.2 of Plautus Captivi
the parasite Ergasilus rushes in an excited state of mind on stage to relate to Hegio the goodDefinition for the Latin
word: captivus, captivi -- (LatDict Word ID: 8107)Enter HEGIO, from his house, speaking to those within. HEGIO I
shall return in-doors just now, when I shall have discovered from these people what I want to
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